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Meaning of White-Collar Crime 

This particular concept was registered for the very first time by Prof. Edwin Sutherland in the 

sphere of criminology in the year 1941. He described white collar crime as “a crime committed by 

individuals of integrity and high social status during the course of their profession. These people 

have the know-how of varied fields like finance, management, medicine, organizational theory, 

engineering etc.” Examples of it involve deceptive advertisements, violation and invasion of 

patents, the disclosure of pseudepigraphic balance sheet of the corporation, passing of furnishings, 

concealment of imperfections and deformities in the merchandise for sale etc. It is common 

knowledge that a few professions extend attractive opportunities for criminal acts as well as 

unethical practices that hardly draw spotlight in public; there have been both crooks as well as 

unethical people in business, professions and even in public life. They tend to use dishonest means 

due to their negligence at home, school or other social institutions, their voracity, a mania for profit 

making, or desire to reach on top using shortcuts. These deviants have no regard for morality or 

truthfulness or any other ethical values. Thus, they carry on their illegal activities with freedom 

without fearing about the loss of dignity or stature.  

 



 

 

 

These white-collar crimes by nature are such that the harm or damage caused as a result of them 

is so widely dispersed in the large body of citizens that their depravity and magnitude as regards 

personage victim is almost insignificant. 

 

Hartung defines a white-collar crime as a contravention of law governing business, which is 

dedicated to a firm by the firm or its agents in the conduct of its business.” 

 

Such white-collar crimes are basically an outcome of an aggressive economy of the mid-twentieth 

century. Today, a corrupt person believes the world to be his field of operation. He carries out 

illegal activities specifically in his own profession, trade, field, business. Also, these kinds of 

individuals are neither from any criminal background nor with hardened arms and ammunition, 

they simply commit crimes due to their favored position. The extensive political, economic, social 

and technological changes along with the differences in procedures, legislation and policies in 

varied countries on the basis of mutual assistance in criminal matters have permitted these white-

collar crime groups to become increasingly active in the international arena too. These sorts of 

corrupt groups are taking complete advantage of liberalization as well as the globalization of world 

markets, breaking up of trade barriers, high-tech communicated pieces of equipments, the 

liberalized migration policies and sophisticated electronic techniques to boost their deviant 

exercises. White collar criminals are engrossed in such illegal activities such as black marketing, 

fake employment placement rackets, credit card fraud, medical deviant activities, tax evasion, 

cyber crime. 

 

Laws to protect the general public from White Collar Crimes 

In order to protect the public interest, the government of India has developed varied legislations. 

The Indian Penal Code 1860 takes care of the wrongdoers.  

 

The checklist for Anti-white collar crime legislations   

1. Central Excise and salt Act, 1944  

2. Companies Act, 1956  

3. Drugs and Cosmetics Act, 1940  



 

 

4. Emblems and Names (Prevention of Improper Use) Act, 1950  

5. Essential Commodities Act, 1955  

6. Foreign Corrupt Practices Act  

7. Foreign Exchange Regulations  

8. Forward contracts (Regulation Act, 1952).  

9. Immoral Traffic (Prevention) Act, 1956 Imports & Exports (Control) Act, 1950  

10. Income Tax Act, 1961  

11. Indian Medical Central Council Act, 1970  

12. Indian Medical Council Act, 1954  

13. Indian Penal Code, 1860  

14. Indian Telegraph Act, 1885  

15. Narcotic Drugs & Psychotropic substances Act, 1985  

16. OECD Anti-Bribery Convention  

17. Patents and Designs Act, 1965  

18. Prevention of Corruption Act, 1988 Prevention of Food Adulteration Act, 1954  

19. Special court (Trial of offences relating to Transactions in securities) Rules, 1992  

20. The Ancient Monuments and Archaeological sites and Remains Act, 1958  

21. The Ancient Monuments Preservation Act, 1904  

22. The Andhra Pradesh Lokayukta and Upa-Lokayukta Act, 1983  

23. The Anti-Corruption laws (Amendment) Act, 1964  

24. The Anti-Corruption laws (Amendment) Act. 1967 

 

Types of White-Collar Crimes In India 

● Bank Fraud: Bank frauds are acts wherein people involve themselves in an act or pattern 

of activity whose purpose is to circumvent a bank of funds or to use unscrupulous means 

to acquire assets held by the financial institution. 

- CASE: The very recent Rs. 11346 crore deceit by renowned jewelers Nirav Modi 

along with three other jewelers of the country’s second largest public sector bank 

Punjab National Bank in Mumbai had led to stir in the banking industry. It is 

considered to be the biggest banking scam till date. The branch staff had actually 

issued fabricated Letters of Understanding (LoU’s) for buyer’s credit to Nirav  



 

 

 

Modi’s organization i.e Gitanjali Group of Companies which includes Gitanjali Gems, Gili India 

and Nakshatra. The Reserve Bank of India has directed Punjab National Bank to repay the entire 

amount of 11346 to the lenders as otherwise, it would create a lot of chaos and confusion in the 

financials of the banks.      

 

● Blackmail: An insistence for money or other consideration under threat to do bodily harm 

or to damage property or to allege of a crime or to expose secrets. 

- Section 384 of IPC states that who so ever deliberately puts any person in fear of 

any injury or harm to that person, or to his property, and by that treacherously 

induces that person to fear, shall be punished with imprisonment with fine.   

 

● Bribery: When gifts, money, services, goods, information or anything else of value is 

promised or presented with an intent to manipulate and alter the actions, opinions, or 

decisions of the taker. One may be charged with bribery in either case you offer the bribe 

or accept it. 

 

● Cellular Phone Fraud: The illegitimate use, altering or interference, or manipulation of a 

cellular device or service is known as cellular phone fraud. This can be accomplished either 

by using of a filched cellular device or where an actor endorses for services under deceitful 

identification or where an artist clones a valid ESN (i.e. electronic serial number) by using 

an electronic serial number reader and reprograms another cellular device with a genuine 

electronic serial number. 

- CASE: Mohit Goel, the founder and CEO of Ringing Bells of Freedom 25 

smartphone was recently in the headlines as he contributed in providing the 

cheapest handsets. Ayam Enterprises claimed that this man defrauded the company 

and persuaded it to pay a huge amount in its favor. 

 

● Computer fraud: This is a situation wherein computer hackers abduct information sources 

contained on computers such as credit cards details, bank information and proprietary 

information. 



 

 

 

CASE: In 2018, two men from Mumbai were arrested for computer fraud. They were found being 

involved in illegal money transfers using credit card details. 

 

● Counterfeiting: Occurs when someone duplicates or imitates an item without having been 

accredited to do so and passes the copy off for the authentic or original item. Counterfeiting 

is generally connected with money but it can also be identified with designer handbags, 

clothing and watches. 

- CASE: In October 2018 a lot of people were arrested from Ahmedabad as police 

confiscated Rupees three lakh fake currency from these people. The confiscated 

amount included 125 notes of rupees 2000 and 100 notes of rupees 500. The 

accused people were earlier arrested for bogus draft printing racket in the year 2009.  

 

● Credit Card Fraud: The unlawful use of a credit card for acquiring goods of value is 

known as a credit card fraud. Lack of information, obsolete ATMs, less protected cards 

make us an easy target.  

- CASE: In June 2018, the Mumbai police detained a card cloning racket involving 

stewards at a resto-bar across the city stealing information utilizing card skimmers. 

The people held liable had stolen the credit as well as debit card information of 

around 1000 innocent customers for over 2 years.  

- As per the Global Consumer Fraud Report published in 2016 India is ranked among 

the top 10 countries when it comes to credit/debit card fraud with around one third 

of the population stating that they have been cheated. The reasons for the same have 

been many. There is a need for more refined and advanced fraud prevention 

techniques to save ourselves.     

 

● Currency Schemes: The procedure of contemplating on the future value of currencies is 

known as currency schemes.  

- CASE: Bitcoin scam: The investors lost Rs 22,000 crore. The lucrative deal of 

earning an interest of 1% on a daily basis or simply doubling your money in 100 

days hoaxed a lot of people into this trap. The rich and over ambitious investors  



 

 

 

from Gujarat realized it one year down the line that the BitConnect platform folded up after 

pocketing around 22000 crores of their money in Bitcoin. During the entire year, Bitcoin gained a 

lot of attention as the price of one Bitcoin escalated from $900 to $20,000. It became one of the 

most sought-after asset.     

 

● Educational Institutions: Yet another field where collar culprits’ function with freedom 

are the private run educational institutions in our country. The administrating bodies of 

these institutions manage to attract as well as obtain large sums by way of government 

allocations of financial aid by presenting fictitious and untrue details about their 

institutions. The educators and other personnel working in these institutions obtain a 

meager salary far less than what they actually sign up for, thus providing a huge surplus 

for the management to clutch huge amount in this wrongful way. 

- CASE: This case is from the state of West Bengal where the student’s union of the 

district registered an appeal with the DM for Vivekananda College and Alipurduar 

College. It was found that the seats of these educational institutions were being 

filled using unfair means and the eligible candidates were not given seats at these 

institutions.      

● Embezzlement: This is a situation when a person who has been given the authority of 

money or property secures it for his or her own use and benefit. Say, for instance, an office 

worker has been handed over petty cash for business uses it to buy clothes or shoes for 

himself or herself without bringing it to the knowledge of the owner of the organization. 

This means that the employee has embezzled. An act of embezzlement can include: using 

the asset, giving them away, selling it off, causing serious damage or even withholding it 

permanently from its owner.  

- CASE: One of the famous embezzlement cases is the Bernie Madoff case wherein 

Madoff used a Ponzi scheme to deceive his investment clients out of millions of 

dollars. The clients, on the other hand, confided in him with their life savings that 

he, in turn, used to fund his lavish lifestyle.       

 

 



 

 

 

● Environmental Schemes: The deceptive and forged practices put in use by organizations 

that purport to clean up the environment is known as environmental schemes. But such 

environmental frauds often do not receive the desired focus and examination. Given the 

complexity of the entire framework here, environmental frauds do have a fairly good 

chance. 

 

● Extortion: It arises when one person unduly acquires property from another person by 

fear, or violence, actual or threatened force, or under cover of official right. 

- CASE: The former franchise partner of Yum! Mr. Ashok Sharma filed an extortion 

case along with cheating, criminal intimidation and conspiracy against Yum! 

Officials. Mr. Ashok Sharma was compelled to sell his business run by AN Traders 

Pvt. Ltd in the year 2015 at a throwaway price to Samara Capital. The liable person 

was found guilty of extortion and cheating for coaxing Mr. Sharma and others to 

sell their business for only 95 crores which actually valued more than 208 crores.   

 

● Engineering: This is a profession where deceitful dealing both with contractors as well as 

suppliers, handing over of inadequate and insignificant works and materials and upkeep of 

fraudulent records of work-charged labor are a few of the common examples of white-

collar crime. Frauds of such kind are stated in both newspapers as well as magazines almost 

every day in our country. 

- CASE: Siemens Ltd an engineering and technology firm revealed a fraud of about 

19 crores as its employees took fake and fraudulent orders. The employees had used 

fake purchase orders and other related documents for the same.  

 

● Fake Employment and Placement Rackets: A number of fraudulent cases are reported 

in varied parts of our country by the so-called manpower consultancies as well as the 

employment placement agencies that cheat the youth with the fake assurance of providing 

them white collar jobs on payment of a hefty amount ranging from 50 thousand to two 

lakhs of rupees. 

-  



 

 

 

CASE: This case is from the capital city of Bhubaneswar Odisha where more than three hundred 

learners of ITER college of SoA (i.e. Siksha ‘O’ Anusandhan) University had bogus placement 

letters from a fake placement drive. There were also a lot of students who had to return when a 

company denied offering any such letters to them.   

 

● Forgery: This happens when an individual float a fake or worthless instrument such as a 

check or fake security with the intention to cheat or harm the recipient. 

- CASE: Shella Sebastian v. R. Jawaharaj 

- Here the complainant asserted that the blamed person with the help of an imposter 

created a PoA (i.e. Power of Attorney) in his own name claiming that he was her 

agent. Later, it was also found that he also attempted to change the possession of 

the property. The SC upheld the case and made a few observations. The result of 

which was that a person who makes a false document is only to be held liable for 

his act.  

 

● Health Care Fraud: This is a case where a health care provider without a license provides 

services under the pretense of being licensed and acquires monetary gains for the service. 

- CASE: India’s fourth-highest civilian award (i.e. Padmashri) winner Rajendra 

Bothra, was involved in this case along with five other physicians in the purported 

US$464 million healthcare fraud conspiracy.  

 

The common white-collar crimes to the Indian trade as well as the business world are profiteering, 

hoardings and black marketing. Breach of foreign exchange regulations as well as import and 

export laws are often resorted to in the making of huge profits. Except that, deterioration of edibles, 

foodstuffs and drugs that causes irreversible damage to public health is yet another white-collar 

crime common in our country. 

 

● Insider Trading: This is a situation when an individual use or shares confidential, inside 

or advance information of trade which directly affects its shares (i.e. that of the publicly 

held corporation). 



 

 

 

● Insurance Fraud: This is a situation wherein an individual engages in an act or pattern of 

activities wherein he/she acquires income or earnings from an insurance company through 

betrayal. 

 

● Investment Schemes: This is a situation where the gullible victim is approached by the 

actor who indicates and suggests to provide a large return on a small investment. 

 

● Kickback: This takes place when an individual who sells a product pays back some portion 

of the PP (i.e. the purchase price) to the buyer. 

 

● Larceny/Theft: This is a situation when an individual unlawfully takes another 

individual's property or money with the intention to steal, convert or appropriate it. 

 

● Legal Profession: The situations of constructing fake evidence, fascinating professional 

witness, defying ethical standards of the legal profession and procrastinating tactics in 

complicity with the ministerial staff of the courts are some of the ordinary processes which 

are, truly speaking, the white collar crimes quite often exercised by the legal practitioners. 

 

● Money Laundering: This is the contribution or change of possession of money from drug 

transactions, racketeering or other embezzlement schemes so that it shows that its original 

source either cannot be traced or is legitimate. 

 

● Medical profession: White collar offences which are commonly committed by individuals 

that belong to the medical profession includes helping illegal abortions, issuance of false 

medical certificates, secret service to dacoits by providing expert opinion leading to their 

declaration removing blame and selling sample-drug and medicines to patients or chemists 

in our country. 

 

● Racketeering: The affair of an illegitimate business typically for personal profit. 

 



 

 

 

 

● Securities Fraud: This id the act of artificially blowing up the amount of stocks by an 

agent or dealer so that buyers can acquire a stock on the rise. 

 

● Tax Evasion: When an individual commits a scam in entering or paying taxes. The 

complicatedness of tax laws in our country has provided adequate scope for the tax-payers 

to get away from taxes. The avoidance is more common with prominent and persuasive 

categories of persons such as businessmen, traders, lawyers, contractors, doctors, engineers 

etc. The main obstacle posed before the Income Tax Department is to know the real and 

exact income of these influential individuals. It is often stated that the actual tax paid by 

these individuals is only a fraction of their income and the remaining money goes back into 

circulation in the economy as ‘black money. 

 

● Telemarketing Fraud: Professionals function out of boiler rooms and place cellular calls 

to residences as well as corporations where the individual asks for an aid to an alleged 

charitable institute or where the individual appeals money up front or a credit card number 

up front, but does not use the given amount for the stated purpose. 

 

● Welfare Fraud: To involve in an action or actions where the intention is to gain benefits 

(i.e. Food Stamps, Public Assistance or Medicaid) from either the State or Federal 

Government. 

 

● Weights and Measures: The deed of placing an item for dealing at one price yet 

demanding a higher price at the time of actual sale or weighing an item when the label 

indicates a higher weight. 

 

White Collar Crime in our country 

White collar misdeeds have become a global circumstance with the progress of commerce as well 

as technology. Just like any other country, our country too is equally in the clasp of white-collar 

criminality. The latest growth in information technology, specifically during the closing years of  



 

 

 

the twentieth century, has given a new dimension to white collar criminality. There has been 

exceptional growth of a new type of computer dominated white collar crimes which are generally 

known as cybercrimes. These offences have become a matter of global concern and a dispute for 

the law enforcement agencies in the new millennium. Due to the distinguishing nature of these 

crimes, they can be committed anonymously and far away from the victims without actually being 

present. Further, cyber-criminals have a major benefit: they can use computer technology to expose 

the damage caused without being at the risk of apprehension or being caught. It has been 

anticipated that there would be a simultaneous rise in cybercrime rates with the boost in new 

internet web sites. The areas being affected by cybercrimes are energy and telecommunication 

services, banking and financial institutions, transportation, business, industries etc. in our country. 

 

Causes for Growth Of White Collar Crimes In Our Country 

#1.  White collar crimes are attached to greed. The individuals who are involved in such crimes 

are financially insecure. 

#2.  Financial and/or physical hardship. 

#3.  White collar crimes are supposed to cost society many times more than crimes such as burglary 

and robbery. The amount of death induced by corporate mishaps, such as inadequate 

pharmaceutical testing etc. far outnumber those caused by murder. 

#4.  The evolution of cutting-edge technology, growing businesses as well as political pressures 

have opened up new outlets for these criminal organizations to bloom. 

#5.  This rise is because of a flourishing economy as well as technological advancements like the 

Internet and fast money transfer systems. Law enforcement is at times unwilling to attempt these 

cases because they are really difficult to track and investigate. 

#6.  It is very difficult to detect as white-collar crimes always committed in the privacy of an office 

or home and usually, there is no eyewitness. 

#7.  But naturally, a question arises that if we have specific legislation to trace out White Collar 

Criminality then why these offenders go unpunished. The actual reasons for which these white-

Collar criminals or occupational criminals go unpunished are: 

 



 

 

i) The legislators, as well as the ones who implement the law, belong to the same group 

or class as these occupational criminals; 

ii) Less effort put in by the investigating team or police; 

iii) Laws favoring the criminals; 

iv) Individuals being impacted the least. 

 

The judiciary is equally, if not more, to be at fault of delaying justice. With white-collar crimes on 

the rise, it is essential for the judiciary as well as the police to differentiate between white-collar 

crimes, petty crimes as well as acts of homicide or violence. Sending all the criminals to the same 

jail is also not fair. Our country needs varied confinement centers for various kinds of criminal 

misconduct. At this point of time, what we require is the enhancement of our administering 

agencies such as the Directorate of Revenue Intelligence, the Enforcement Directorate, the 

Directorate of Revenue Intelligence, the Income-tax Department, the Central Bureau of 

Investigation and the Customs Department. Concentration and distribution of national wealth must 

be done in a properly. A speedy trial must be organized by appointing more Judges. 

   

Conclusion 

It can be said that if everybody at a specific business or company would keep an eye out for 

anything doubtful that alone would deter the potential thieves. The actual solution to this problem 

is going to come from the individuals who are being troubled by it. They are the ones who can 

most likely stop it. They should not let anyone take advantage of them anymore. Most people do 

not give white collar crimes much thought as they are only things that they read about in magazines 

or newspapers and hear on the news. If these crimes continue to grow at the current rate, they will 

be out of control even before we know it. 

 

 


